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The Process of Retriev4'...

from Very:Long Term 116Iiry

'.4

In order to capture some inaiiht into the process. of .

retrievilk I. have studied a naturalistic recall situation: the
recall of naies.of high school classmates of many years ago.
Such a recall process can be a complei and convoluted task taking
place over the course of weeks. Incidental details come to mind
aLiost before the recovery o f t hmr-first name. The high school .'
buildings, the claims attended, ih#. activities engaged in
seem to be a part' of the process or retrieval. The following is \
a sample protocol from a subject ',.asked to think aloud while
attempting to recall the names: of ,his classmates froth high
school:

The first thing that comes o mind is . . I mean it's
almaet like images of different .snapshots of my
highichool. You know, I can think of my general sci -

pace' class, and waiting in the.lunch line, and halls.
Umm. Sort of, Jeff ThoMpson!* He was a friend of mine.
Sort of pops into mind and I think umm,- we used to
stand in lunch line together, and -he was in mx general
science class; That's where I first met him, my fresh-
man year. -There was, umm,--let's see I'm trying' to
think of people 41 interacted a lot with. And some of
them . are. sZlit of ,people I've known 'after high:
school: -.Like Bill NeWili. I . I lived with him for
a.while,'in Portland. !Umm, after school. So he sort.
of comes to mind immediately too. Umm, let's see. I

mean I guess it's,almost easier for me to think of my. .,
home town, and think. of people . . . I've still
run into, on Occasion, When I go 'back there. And then
sort of check. to 'see-if they meet the requirements:
Like were they in high school with me. And / can think
or people like Buddy Collender, and John Tremble, Who
,still both live in my . . Ah. . home town. Umm, . I
gueis It also = seems-that I. want to think of,
'sort oe, It's cleir that I have'to think of some other
.situations. it's like I want to think,of, sort of pro -
totpical,situations and then.sort Of examine. the-peo-
ple that were involved'in those. And things like
class, where there' was . .Ah . . Gary.looth. Umm, and
,Earl Brist, were port of, we always ended up in the
same P.E. classes, for some reasons. Umm, . I can
'think of things like dances. And.I gueas then I usu-
ally think-of . . of girls(chuckle). Like Cindy Shup,
'Judy :Foss, an Ah . . Sharon Ellis. I went ,to grade,

,'school with her. Umm, . . I mean it's sort of' like I

haye a 'picture of the of the high school dance. You

*All names, except'those of public figures and a few cases where
the phonetics of-the name are at issue, have been changed in' the
protocols presented in this paper.



know, and these are the women I knevi then. Umm, .

There's agirl I can think of, I havea very good pic-
ture of her but I can't remember her nape. I can even
remember she was, she was from Gales Creek. Ala . .

Ah.". I mean I can see what she looks' like. I just
can't remember her name. She livecr,near John Randolf,
who was another friend of mine.

What is going on in a search of this nature? Do the piecV5
of incidental information about the schOol, or where someone
lived, or the, activities the subject engaged in 'serve some put-
poie? What' guides a search of this nature? "What is the rela-
tionship between searches of this nature and the vast array of
laboratory phenomena` whiCh psychologists have studied for so
long?

4

Methods

The basic approaCh taken in these-i-atudies is observational
as opposed toexperimental. Rather than. manipulating some set of
variables to prove bne hypothesis over another, I have choosen to
perform a detailed set of observations. Subjats are asked to
think aloud as they try to recall the names of- their classmates
in high school. The data are the. protocols that the,subject,gen-
etatesiTincluding,' of course, -the names themselves and the times,
between'hames.

I hadavailable school yearbooki for the subjects, ao ghat
most recalls "coed be verified. In addition, at-the conclusion
of the experiment (usually after about-40-hoursof recall spread
over ,several weeks),, I conducted extensive debriefings of the
subjects, attempting to determine the origins of errors.

In the discussion sectiohI-ptesent an information process-
ing analysis of rememberihg as a problem solving process._ The

ti analysis provides a, theoretical background with whi h to inter-
pret -the observation's from, the subjects' verb protocols, as
well as an array of traditiOnal memory phenomena.

. Many portions. of the ysis presented are not new ,to the
memory literature. What is ew, I believe, is the wide range of
the phenoMena being dealt with and the character Of the interac-

, tions of various inforiation processing constraints which proyide
.an account for some ofAhe flexibility and apparent limitations:
of huMan memory. . The final product is a characterization -- a
first pass theory -- of the retrieval process.which provides evi
integrated framework for interpretattom a great deal of what we
already'know about memory and exploring new characteristics.



procedure R.y

Four subjects were studied individually. --They were
instructed, to think aloud irtile attemptiAg to recall the first

.and last names ot their classmates. from high schoOl. The year-
books from each subject's high school were available to me so
that I could get independent verification of the subjects' recol-
lections. Subjects were run from 4 to-10 hours in approximately
one hour sessions. All sessions were. tapeleceded.

Subjects'were first asked a warmup questiOn in- order to
insure that they understood the protocol instructions. The ques-
tion was *Name the state capitols that begin with the letter
'St.*" During their protocols, subjects were promptbd whenever
they had prolonged silences, with comments from the obserVer such
as: *What are you thinklng now?,* "What is passtWthroogh your
mind?,' etc. 1 Subjects S1 and S3 were run in sessidnis of approx-
imately 1 hour, 1 session per day, 5 days per ek, for two
weeks. Subjects S2 and S4 were run on sessions of om, 1 to
hours, at more erratic intervals due-to their perso schedules.

jects were directed-to avoid thinking ab t their high
school classmates between sessions, but this was of completely
possible. Names were occasionally recalled inadver ently between
sessions., before each session subjects were asked )to repoit all
the names they had recalled between sessions, and to- relate the
circumstances of the recalls.

Subiects

The four subjects (S1 through S4) were from_4 to 19 years
out 9f high school. All attended high school in the San Diego-
area. The subjepts were paid $2 per hour for'their participation
in thi6,experimedt. Individually, their backgrounds are as fol-

.,

lows:

Subiect S1 is a female, 5 years out of .high school.
She has 'lived in San Diego in the same house for her entire life.
She attended only one high school for 2 1/2 years, graduating 6
months ahead of her class. Most-of the subject's classmates from

*junior high also went to high school with her. Her graduating
class had 609 members listed ig the senior yearbook.

§ublect 22. S2 is a female, 19 years out of high school.
She has lived in the San Diego area except for 4 years of.11111
1.'There'was'one exception to the general procedure. Subject S4
two allowed to tape record her thinking aloud without the pres-
ence of the observer. Long silences did occasionally occur with

°S4.,,



pollee.. She presently hai ailpme in the neighborhood of her
hij.chool. The subject attended only one high school, and most
of classmates from junior high attended high school with her.
Her 'spaduating class had 318 members listed in the senior year-
book. S2.114mduated'in the same class as S4.

ibbiectal S3 is a female, 4 years out of high school.
She has lived in Several different regions of the San. Diegoarea
as-well as having:spent her early years out of the state of Cali-
fornia. She !attended her first year in one high -school,

transfering to a second high school for her last two years. Most
of her cla+ates from junior high altended.a-different high
school than subject. Her graduating class has 750 members
listed in her senior yearbook. .

- Sublect S4 is a female, 19 years out of high school.
She lived the San Diego area until after high school. She

f San Dieg for around 9 years, and returned about 10 _years'
She a Member of S2's graduating class in high school,

nal friend of S2's, and has-maintained contact_with S2
thrOughout Um years. S4 attended only one high school, and most
of her junior high- school classmates attended the same. high
school. Her graduating class had 318 members listed in the
senior yearboo

UDE= IL
71

The scoring df,protocols is a complicated prodedure. Scor-
ing is not a simple-matter of listing-all the names-recalled and
verifying ,thei against the subject's yearbook. .Subjectt
expressed varying degrees of certainty about their recollections.
They changed their min'ds.(in some instances several times). On
occasions they had.. difficulty verifying' the-dorrectness of a
name. They mentioned-names in passing which they did not intend
'to. be candidates for nap* of high, school classmates. Often sub-
jects remembered nicknaMis of classmates which are difficult ,

and sometimes impossible,, for the observer to verify. 'Sgmetimes
subjects confused the name of one classmate with that of another.

There are_timo basic Categories of names mentioned, those
mentioned possible "candidates" as classmates and those men-
tioned "in- 'using." An example of how a name might be mentioned
in-passing would be:

\

um well, my next impulse its to go to the art class
where we all -- my teacher's name was Mal laus. , uh.
this was in a class where I related to people like
human beings instead of other desks, where.,. .
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In- passing names are operationally defined as those names.
which the subject ide&tifies as not being a candidate clastmate
either before the name is mentioned, or within £he sentence in
whidh the name is first mentioned. On occasion, identification
as a noncandidate name 4.0 indicated by the context or tons in
whieh the name is mentioned. All names which are not in-Oassing
names are considered candidate names.

Candidate names can be correct or incorrect as verified by
the subject's senior yearbook. I refer to incorrect names as
fabricadons. Both correct names and fabrications can have three
levels of evaluation, "yea it is a correct name" (Y), "no it is
not a correct name" (N), or "don't know if it is a_ correct name

ebr not" (DK). Note that initially the subject must evaluate the
name as a I or DK (or else the flake would be categorized as a
name in-passing, or not mentioned by the-ftbject at all). How-
ever, some subjects spend a good's:teal of time evaluating names
and frequently change their minds. I -

Sometimes subjecits recalled names that they had% recalled
before. Frequently,` this is simply a part of the search process,
the recallihg of the old names sets the context' for the search
for names not yet recovered. On occasion, however, subjects
recalled a name unaware that the name had already been recalled.
Indeed, the judgement of whether a'hame has already been recalled
is itself a recollection that can be correct or incorrect with
the three levels of evaluation mentioned Neve. If a subject
already mentioned a name, I refer to it as %ap independent- of
the evaluation that the subject has assigned.

Another scoring problem is the verification of nicknames.'
r for the purposes of scoring nicknames, I have taken the following

policy. If there exists arified classmate with a proper first
cor middle name which is commonly given the nic the subject

has specified (e.g., William for Bill, Patricia for y), then
the nicknage is scored as correct: If the subject later mentions
the correct proper name in conjunctiOn with the nickname (e.g.
"Oh,...Bobo Richards is probably listed as Barbara Richards in my.
yearbook. That was her 'real' e. "), then the nickname is.
"scored as correct. If the ninhame can be supported by other
pictures or,signatures in the'yearbook (e.g., Kathleen Johnson is
also listed as Nancy Johnson in a separate picture), then the
nickname is scored as correct. All bother cases are scored as
fabrications.

hbricationa

The incorrect names, or fabrications, that subjects mention
can be of a variety of types. The categories of fabrications.are
discussed in detail in the section on recurrent phenomena.
Fabrications are difficult to score, in part, because subjects
frequently introduced candidate names which were quickly rejected.
by the subjects themselves. I have set as a scoring criterion

,r ;

/
8

,
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that a bject must entertain an incorrect name for at'
name to be4a

t:. least 10
seconds possibly correct (t or DR) in order
scored as a fabrication. I

14*.Itesults

liaala lanialia

The basic results of the scoring discussed above are plotted
as cumulative graphs against time in figures 1, 2; 3, and k for
subjects 1 thi-ough 4, respectively, Correct names are defined as
all candidate names which were verified by the appropreate year-
book. Fabrications on these graphs are defined as all incorrect
candidate names which the subject did not reject (i.e. evaluate
in the N category) within 10 seconds of the introduction of the
name. ;Dotted lines mark the beginning and end of, sessions. The
jumps in portions of the curves at session boundriei are due to
names subjects reported hav).ng recalled between sessions,

.

.

Even a brief glance at these graphs tells us two things.
One, subjecpm can go on recallidg new name for extended periods
of time; even after 10 hours (spread over two weeks time) sub-
jects can recall ,new,names.,- Two, the number of retrievable names
can,be extremely large.

ia

I examined the character of the memory search protocols at
two levels. The first is a description of the, recurr nt
phenomena that occur during the search processes. Lbelieve t t
t#erse recurrent phenomena will pe found in almost all memory
asks, and indeed, I argue later that there is some evidence for
such processei in most tasks that have been formally studied by
psychologists. The second level is an examinat,ton of the
specific ,search strategies used by subjects in my fin. While
WOO of the characteristics of the search strategies used have
interesting implications'for the retrieval process, the'specific
strategies used are undoubtly highly determined by the specific
task being performed.

jas Recurrent busigaraft

Though subjects diffeed in the individual details of their,
recalls, a ntaber of search phenomena-recurred throughout their
protocols. ub ts'searched for names from contexts of specific
locations o activities. They built up large bodies of facts
abOUt specifi individuals or contexts before finding a name or
beinning a Search within a context. They systematically teqted

/
sequences-of hypotheses seekihg a match that would lead to more

7 Information. /pity overshot their original goal and continued'fo
recover information about individuals, even after they had
recalled the names. They made extensive use df partial recalls.
They made a broad variety of errors and frequently corrected
themselves. Though most claimed after the first'few minutes or
the task that they could not recall any more names, with greater
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-effdrt all recalled new names for many flours. These phenomena
Opear 'over -and over again, hence the name recurrent phenomena.
Let us now examine the recurrent ,phendinena; partial recalls,
incidental recalls and search, conteits;extended retrieval, sys-,
tematic 'hypothesizing, inferential recalls., overshoot, fabrica-
bione; self covection,'diitraotions, and reminiscence.

fiatjjaidralla. Subjects frtquently recalled,fragmentS of
the informationthey were stoking. ,g9r example,'a subject might
recallthat'a particular perSon's,tama'began with a "Mta ands that
it was a two syliable.nime. :Indeed,''i.ireat dealdf;the process

-of reoailing a-classmate's naacin be. typified as a :reoonstruc-
,tion frOm a variety of such bitts-and pi'edes Of information. This
phenominp.hae beep alltiltd to in a variety 'of experitents has
partial recall. (see ternbach, 1970, and Woodworth, 19389'1)437).

InCidental yecalls jad,Search. Pe'r:biee the most,obVious two
observations were the extensive amount of.incidental information
that was recovered andthe search that such incidental recalls
produced. The nature of.the incidental recallsand,the oharac-
'teristid search strategies that developed are discussed in the
section on search strategies.

Contexts: A salient feature throughout the protocols was
the 'extensive use of locations or activities as contexts withit
which to search for acquaintance9. Sames were recovered as 'sub-
jects thought about who "was in my 10th grade art class," or
'about. the time [the members of a rock band] were playing over at
my house.' The following is typicalof the use of contexts (the
parts ideOtified as contexts are underlined):

Si: I was trying to think of Kurt's last namelbut I
just can't think of it Umm, okay, letIne see if
there'a any' other neighborhoods that I haven't gotten
to, that I can remember where people my age lived. Umm
. . . hmmm. There.is no one that lived way Up on the
end. . . "And now I'm trying to think of Sae §unpet
Cliffs down :od ral, Western because a. lot of people

"-always used to go there and go tide ,pool picking and
just run around and go surfing. I'm 'trying to think of
all the people that perhaps went surfing or even tide
pool picking, that were in my grade.' Um . . . if
=ALL see /1122 g against -- there's this one
cliff ,amom jewoort Beach they always use to line up
with there boards and sit down and look at the waves,
and then MI down 1110 max 4um. J.L there'd anybody
that Ljlaven'l already nadaa. There's John Culverson.
I already named him .Andjtod*Hackbare, and they use to
go surfing, and um there are a,lot of older people too.
Um, am %Nelson, I already 'named them, ' all those guys
used to go. surfing. Um, he was oldero he was older,
and older. He was younger. A lot of these guys were
older. Let me see, h and him . . . Okay I was just

14
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going down the list and I don't see anybody, that I
haven't already, seen and there was this one girl who
always use to be down there, but she _was_ younger. I

already named the people"she hangs around with. Um, is
there anybody else that f'icnow that use to . . .

=idol. Retrieval, Subjbects frequently. encountered a
situation where a pers.= warms identlfied but notelmpletely named,

remember Bill somebody . . ." When this happened the
subjects, recalled additiorial -details aboUt.the porton. Ieall
this 'extended retrieval. 'For examihe,,

/

S: Bob Peterson, uhh Jerry Paulson. Uhh this
rock band.

What are you thin)cing about now?

S: I'm thinking about a time whed they
over at my house. umm There's uh . .

E: What? What

a

were playing

S: I'm try. I'm -- Okay I was imagining, the whole
room and I was imagining the instruments set up and I'm
trying to remember.the name of this guy -- Ala used, jal

2r1., And Es 10th mull .art alum
which would also bring a whole, lot of people to --
first on that -- AIWA JAM MX? . 1212.11 ALI=ix -- remember bia Agma. lanta

jiaa ..tha 2.haarst Jefferson Airnlane.
Um plays J1RAIL JUILLIC, really 42, strungout

looking dude, yaa yaw --

Frequently such an attempt at extended retrieval would"
result in,the successful recovery of a name.

Systematic :Bvpothesizins. As the difficulty of recall
increased subjects begin to demonstrate instances'of systematic
hypothesizing.' They generated a sequenc2 of hypotheies, attempt-
ing to use the hypothesized information tO find some more infor-;
}nation. For"example, "NiSfirst name began with a 'D'. Don,
Dave, Douglas, . ."

Inferential Recalls. In many cases subjects could not
explicitly recall a particular piece of information. In such
cases, the often attempted to infer the information. I refer to
this as ferential recall. The folloWing is an example:

Somebody,... I remember this girl who us to play the
oboe, and it was junior year, she was o age. Or was
she older? I can't remember if she was lder or not.

15 t
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I'm sure she now I'm going back to the year' bOok,
I'm. trying to_check to see of her face was in /the /year

It seem
to ;the .fie

re; st ing
as/

o/the :year-
14ore t n scal-

Ye s before
en e went to

pictures).
as it acal-.

yearbook she
oped. Was it?

it blOnae hair,
I think she was

a scallop OVA
can't remember her
e too because she
e orchestra. And I
remember her face

try to imagine really
ed, so she must have
on't-really-rememher her

9 leftrthe school. before
nt and graduated from some

remember.' I think she left .

e be in the yearbOok if she
was during junior'year that
't know. Now I Can't decide

,remember: her distinctly
and at least being'our,age or
leave the school before she

ember her name. Okay. 'Let's
o to someone else. Still in
s playing.

book that was ahead.Of us, the class of 1971-.
to me as though ::she might have beed nex
that the year I graduated from. That I
can't. The different. things that we
when we were, ondit*.ain this goes back
book.' %When we iraduated, these girl
loped,topa. You know, black. And'all
that: they wore. .a V -neck fort of.top
the studios and'recorded that for gra
And Il trying to remember whit she
:lopedLor V? And that "would dote
was -in. I'm pretty sure it wa
Shelled &Very broad smile. Blon

' white face, what was she
wearing a scallop. If she was Fear
Means she graduated withui.;yArid I
name. And I should remeMber,, r n
was the only oboe playerA.n ewh,
can-'t remember what her name/was.
and I ... now that I loo , an
hard I think she had the sc
graduated with us". Now
graduation per sekShemay
she graduated frdi Clai
other high school. .1 can
early. But 'how Could
Ieft early. ,C Laugh ] Th
she was in the band. I d
where to place her. I

playing in the orchestr
i,year older. And she
Vaduated.' I can't
get off of that. Let's
the bandroom. Who else

The basis for this particular inference was wrong: scalloped
drapes were worn by the female graduates of the subject's high
school.the year before she graduated.

Overshoot. SOmetimes when a subject recalled the name of a
friend, they continued to recall additional.information. For
example, "Steve Jones, he was a box boy at the Foods Basket
[storel on the corner, and was on the football team." I call this
phenomenon overshoot. Although on occasion overshoot may be an
artifact of conversational constraints ih the protocol situation,
on some occasions it 18 clearly related to some sort of verifica-
tion process. Although a name may be recalled, -it must still be
.determined that the-name belongs to the person being thought of,
.and' that the person being thought of attended the correct high
school in the correct year. For example, in the following

16
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protocols overshoot is used overtly as an attempt to verify a
name. (the overshoots are underlined)

S3: (mumbles] Okay. Oh, oh, wait a minute. Now we're
back to a class I haven't really thought,of before, my
world'affairs class. There was this guy who used to
sit in back of me. And he took Spanish Classes and I
know his name. His last name began with,an "0." Ah
The name Orin Elliot etieks and that is the first time
I've not associated, with someone in that history class.
Not really a history class, a political science class/
ii., JUL 'AWL Jiff. tat IASI- dart tile. ahhh, I think
. . . He was Orin, Elliot. That 'wag his name.

Or an example where the attempted verification fails:

Carol Hammer, I already mentioned her: Oh and Turner.
Linda, Linda Turner. I ,don't know about her first
name, but I know her last name.. A blond, girl.- Xeh,.
TUrner. I don't think that's her name. I donut think
Linda is her name. I think it's just Turner, for sure.
211 .woune jaja Redlanda somewhere. I remember that.
I don't remember., her first name. Linda doesn't quite
fit. But. I can't think of any thing else that.would
fitthatiname. Linda Turner.' . . That seems' to fit. I*
don't know. 1 don't know for sure, but that' the
closest I can come. The last name for sure I remember.

Indeed, Linda is not the correct first name,

Fabrications. Fabrications are defined as those names which
the subject recalled, but which are not in the subject's year-

, book. I have choosen the term fabriaation to suggest some.of the
reconstructive characteristics of these errors.

Fabrications fell
Fl. Acoustic errors
F4. Missing,Picture.

4
into one or more of five basic categories:

. F2. Wrong class. F3: Misassignment.
F5. Indeterminate origin /Other.

Category Fl items are names. which were evident acoustic
errors. For example, "Lloyd Chappin" turns out to be Lloyd Chaf-
fin (this was confirmed during,the subject debriefing)., Category
F2 items are the name of students who did not graduate with the
subject's class but were in the subject's high school in a dif-
ferent class a (as verified by the subject's yearbook). Category
F3 items are when the subject assigns one person the name of
another individual '(this event can only be detected in unusual
circumstances,' for example, when the subjects catch themselves in
an error or in follow up experiments when pictures were used).
Category F4 items are the names of people who were in the
subject's grade in earlier years, but for whom there are no
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''-records in the 12th grade (This,category is only relevant for
subject S1,, yearbooks for the other subjects had lists of all
thoae who. -did 'not get their senior:pictures' taken). The final
category, F5, is fabrications of,indeterminate origin., These are'

names which I'Could nottrack down in some ',independent manner.
They maybe people Who were friends of the subject, but who went.
to diffeapnt schools, or,one Of the:other categories of fabrita-
tions which I could not trace.

Table 1 shows the' nuabir of fabrications in each_ category
for each subject.

Frequently fabrications were events of substantial Struc-
ture. 'Many were caught and .corrected by the subject, ,some
Shortly after_the error was made,, dome.a number of days later.
While some fabrications appeared to be simple recalls, others
were accompanied by extended retrievals and/or. obvious uncer-
tainty, about the retail (as 'was the case with many correct
recalls). Some fabrications wereAlighly suggestive of the under-
lying prOcesses which led 'to an'error. For,example, the name .

Carol Ludlow wwinitially'recalled but wag .corrected several
days later'to be Judy Wardlowaren Ludwig iS a friend of Judy .

Wardlow's and is often recalled'As "Karen Ludlow . . ; Not
Ludwig. Karen Ludwig." The fabrication "Carol Ludlow" appears to
bee confounding of the names Karen Ludwig and Judy Wardlow.

A fewinstancesthat'occurred rarely show the difficulty in
the reconstruction.of a name from panial information. For exam-.
ple, One subject recalled someone named "Bill, . .'or maybe Bob
. . '[who had a last name] like Proxmire, but it wasn't Prox--
tpire." The,correct name is Bob Billmire. All of the elements of
the name are accessible,, but'the'subjedt put theartogether.in the
wrong order. "Bill" is the first syllable. of ,the lasp name, not
the first name.'

'Seif:cqrreations. On occasion subjects changed their minds.
, A: name wasi,ecilled onlY.later be corrected. For example,'"Fred

llhinightl. Fred McKnight. That's it." I tall this.
f4qOrrectiqop This occurs spontaneously, without any infOrma-

WOrovided by the observer.
. .

ye .

l'Often times when a- 'object made a :partial
-reCal f ma e .and was searching for a missing fragment,..
'an i4 Whib antbVious error would he retrieved _And 'would
/talet0C: interfer th successful recall. This section oeprotocol

L./from S4 is an example of, a distraction.

It's interesting. Like Larry.' cap't remember his
last name. Even( time I try to thihk of Lai.ryi I say
the,name Larry, and then I think of Larry Shepard:- I

don't, Ifiardly know Larry Shepard, Nat I know his name;
well. B 's a professor at

'sand'

So, umm, that blocks
out Larry in high school, and' his. last name: I think

1s
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TABLE 1

Number of Fahrications Per Category

,Subjects
,-

Category S1 S2 :Sd S4H

Acoustic Similarity '35 '5 17 17 25

Wrong Year 8 10 26 12

Misassignment f Name 10
/

1 . 2 3

Missing Picture?* 26 0* 0* 0*

Unknown/Other 38 11 25 56

TOTAL** 108 25 69 90

*Yearbooks for S'2, S3, and S4 listed all seniors who did not

have pictures taken.

**A few fabrications fell into more than-one category.

1G
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if I keep recalling Larry's face and his name,, Larry,
maybe be able to get back into that area of my
memory with more strength,

Among the interesting characteristics of distractions are:
1. Distractions appear to, interfere with the retrieval proceia-
Even thotigh the distraction is identified by the subject as a
false recovery, subjectecomplain of difficulty in attempting to
keep thelidistraction from reocourrigg. 2, On many occasions
subjects spent time attempting to identify the source of the dis-
trhation. One subject that by identifying the distraction
more completely, she will have "cleared the debris" and that
further recalls will be facilitated. 3. .Distractions generally
match. the target item In a very,liMited domain. That is, The
subject may be trying to recall a red headed person named Fred
with a last name beginning with "D" whom she knew originally from
elementary school. Nevertheless, she continues to recall the
name, Fred Dottington, whom she knows to be someone she knew in
college and who, incidentally, has blond hair.

Reminiscence. There is no clearliMit to' the amount that
subjects can recall. Even subjects recal;ling classmates for one
hour per day, five days per week;sfor two weeks, are recalling
new names correctly during the 10th hour. I refer to this as
'reminiscence. Frankly, I gave up in my attempt, td drive subjects
to their limit of names.

A Comment 4211 sal Validity Q Protocol Observations

Psychologists have shown substantial concern over the
dity of observati erived from protocols (Nisbett and WiL.]e:.,
1977). However, I gill. argue that the observations have
derived from from subjects' protocols are no less valid than the
traditional counts of the number of correct items recalled in,

verbal leirning experiments. 'Each of the recurrent phenomena are
defined in terms of either a specific category of information
recalled or an ordered set of categories ofinformation recalled.

2
Because of the very logic, of the notion of recall, if a subject

claims to have recalled that a particular. name began with the"
letter."P," then he must have recalled the information in order
to report it. That the subject recalled that the name began with

2. For example, a partial recall is the retrieval of a fragment
'of some item sought, an extended retrieval is a partial recall of
a name - or a description of a person - followed by a collection
of incidental recalls about the person. .The'one exception to the
claim that the.recurrent phenomena are made up of configurations
of various categories of information recalled is the description
of a distraction which implies the frequent inclusion of a pro-
cessing statement by subjects (i.e. that the distraction is.in-
terfering with the retrieval process).
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the letter "P" is no more disputable than if a subject claims to
'have recalled the word "house" from a recall list.

A secon4 common set of criticisms of verbal protocols is
that "thinkgag aloud".interferes with the proceaa of recalldand
introduces unknown demand characteristics. I agree with both of
those criticisms. However, the very same-criticisms can_be lev-
eled against any paychological.experiment. It is simply t t we
have grown :so accustomed to ceitain data: collection teo iqueeJ
that we' fair to nctigiktheir flaws.:# For example4 Writ the.
word? _being recipild from a. yord list must introduce some
interference to therecail4eproceea In additidh, the demand
oharacteristiia of writing' a liii ofwords precludes.obserVing
phenomena such as partial recalls, Incidental recalls, -context
recalls, and extended' retrievals-.-3-1f-I,--were, to have subjects
write a list of,the napes of their classmates the names might
come faster (Or slower) but I would lose all access to the inter-'
mediate steps in the search process.

3111.3trat-ies

A second set of observatiOns,I have derived from subject
protocol are what I call the'search strategies. They have been
separated from the recurrent Allinomena because I. believe that
they are dominated by the depend chararistica of the particu -'
Tar recall task I have give d, subjects. I. believe that the
eecurrent phenomena,will show up in any retrieval task where the ,

data Aollection technique$ permit their observation. Certain
generalizations of ,the search strategies (such as dlie suggested
by Keniston and Flavell, ( 1) may. have importance 7beyond the
scope of tAke task.

)

A number of search strategies were identified. Tpese were
either used by more than one subject or Were-used by the same
subject over an extended period of time. The manner in which
subjects employed different strategies had a number of charac-
teristics._ Sometimes the same strategy was used on a number tOf '
different occasions by the same -subject. Some strategies were
used for hours.by a subject. Frequently a subject would shift
from one strategy to another when the second seemed. to hold out
hope for improVed aucceast and then .shift back a few momenta
later when -the second strategy ceased to -be productive. I have
named the strategies the subjects used General Association,
Activities,.Locations, Name Generation,. and Pictures.

General Association. Every subject used the strategy :of
general association at one time or another. Indeed, it appared
that,moat subjects began their recalls with this strategy.

.)---------

......

3. Erdelyi and Kleinbard ( 978)'5ave conducted an experiment in a
modification of a traditional word list paradigm whichdeommon-
atrates the effects of what I have called reminiscence.
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Briefly, general association is described as the'strategy of
starting with a known person and searching"for people who are
directly related in some obviousmanner (e.g., a friend, cousin,,
brother or sister). Occasionally a particular person will sug-
gest a group of people('e.g., a socialcolique).. This strategy is
generally the first one employed and goes so vapidly that
iletailed protocols of 'the process are difficult to' obtain. Ih
most oases the use of this strategy is inferred when'the aubjeois
report the relationships, of a group of names in a post hoc
manner. For example:

S: Right. The guy Mel HaOrshon that I had rd
time thinking of his last-name. I remember s.friend
was named Mike and I couldn't remember his ast name.
Fielding, or something'like'that ;ticks into my mind.
Maybe because I know Mike Fields that isn't related to
s#hool but that namel also sticks into my mind for him
aithough it may not be right at all. 4 Ah, I thought
there was something else I thought of. Let me see. Is
there anything else. Jonny Faylan. He was also
friends with that group, with MelHagershon and Mike
and I knew him since I was young.

,Activities. A second related approach subjects commonly
used was the activities strategy. The strategy is inttiated by
the identification of an activity in which some group of people
engaged. The subjects then proceed to attempt to name'all the
members of that group. Examples of likely groups are, History
class, the Baseball team, the Cheerleaders, the Band, the Inter-
nmOional club, the "people,I played tennis with. "' The following
i an example of a subject using the activities strategy:

I'd like to go back to the bandroom again. In the
bandroom, what's in an orchestra and who would play
Kith what? Okay. all the violin people I can think
Of, the fello people, the bass, Kathy. There was a
girl I was trying to remember her last name.' There are
two Kathys who Rlayed the Fred* horn. I already men-
:tioned one. Kathy Dolmore. There was another Kathy
.nd / can't, remember her name. Kathy. . . It seems
`like her last name started with a K or K sound. Ka,,thy,

oh I can't remember. Oh, Bartholomew sticks out sNot
from the bandroom but I can't get the face that foes
with it. Wait allAinnte, maybe that was a Robert
Bartholomew. Was that Bob Bartholomew the one I was
trying think of yesterday? Uhmm. He played the
horn, tr t. I'm not sure. Let"s see, who else was
in the d? Uhmm. I'm still on the bandroom.

4
4. Note the possible distraction.

4
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Exhausted.

This strategy-,wat used throughout the protocols of all the
subjects. "Though after several, sessions ix became less and less'
frequent as the subjects ran out of new a& ivitiea to work on.

. . ,

14=4mA. The 1Coatigna strategy is.theoltee:where a sub -
ject

011.

'atm Climatically searches :a mental map, where target items are,
likely to Ae recalled. An example of the use of this straiegy.is
the .following: , .

4,

31: That's a new name. she lived on Alvian Street.,
Ah, let me see,'on the other Bide of there, there is

-Bob. He.was a year older and that other girl a
year older. OK. So there is Margaret Mott and i your. .

come up and around,- there is no one'right 'there.... Jim
Gott lived down there but I've already named him. I,
already named Judy Nicholson and let fie see if there is
anybody on that cross street. .Thershwae a girl that
'was younger and she had a brother that was.a year older
than me. Then there was a girl a year younger and
there is Gay Masterson, I already named her, and Barbie
Tollen. They live on the samesereet and they have no
one else on that street that went to Point Loma with
us. If I keep going down, Silvergate there is somedne,
who lived on the corner house. It had a purple
door

This, particular, strategy was used for over 2 hours by S1.

Name Generatioa. The name gendratioh strategy is where the
subjects invent some scheme` to generate common first or last
names, and, then test the names to see if they match the names of
high ohool classmates. One common way of doing this was to
proceed through the alphabet, generating common 'male or female
first names. For example:

Are there any other Bettye that I knew/ I think she's
the only Betty I ever knew. Betty, other girls names
with "B "s that are sort of familar names. Barbara and,
I named Barbara Shafer already, and there was Barbie
Tollen and I named her. Barbara, Barbie, no those are
the only two Barbara., I know. Um, another "A" name for
a girl might be, um, there is Ann. I don't know any
Alices. Um, no Alissons. Ann, What other "A" name.
Let's see, Ann and Alice. No, I don't know anything
else like that. Okay, "C"s, or "B"s, are there anymore
"B"s. Let's"see, there was Barbara and Betty and, um,
"B"s. No. Let's see, "C"s. Cathy and .I named Kathy
Jackson, although her name starts with a "K.", Um,
Cathy, . . .

23
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This generation of names from the alphabet also frequentiy
was used te"produce last names. Another means that subjects used
was NO look around the room naming vbjects and generating names
from the objects named. For example:

I was just loolcing,at the wheel of, of that chair, and
I was Oinking of Wheeler. . Linda Wheeler? That

' name, I tion't.know if that was in my. .. Linda
Wheeler, that name -- Now thereqs.a name that dOesn't'

- :have a faceAhat goes with it. I'm not even sure that
Nor That's not in high school. That's here.

That's here in aollege. Scratch that: That was Lynn
Wheeler. She was a roommate of one of the friends I
'have here on campus. So that's out, she wasn't' even
-anywhere near my school at all'.75

s

While this later form of name generation occurred ,in short
,bursts through out all sessions, the systematic searches using
the alphabet as an organizing tool generally did nokoccur dntil
the later sessions: S1 began using thestrategy as early as the
4th session, while S3 'did not use the technique until the very
last Se331011.

S1's use of the alphabet as a generating tool is of particu-
lar sote.., She used the techniqUe extensively for nearly 5 hours.
Initially she covered the watire alphabet in less than 1 hour.
She then made succeeding "deeper" paaaes using as many as four
alphab

&
ically generated letters to start a name. In the 8th

sessio the entire hour was devoted to female names from Be-- to
De--. The following is a sample of the protocol from Sl's 8th
session.

Si: O.K. Ummm. "C""E," Cecilia. Cecilia? Cecelia
Ohl There was one younger. Umm. There was Camellia.
I already named Camellia Blocker. Umm. Off this
paper. [gesturing to a piece of paper which had the
names of people the subject had recalled between ses-
sions.] Let's see. "C." "C""E." Cecilia, umm, which
can be like Cecil or Cil. Umm. "C""E." Umm. Celeste.
Either as, a first name or a last name. Celeste. Umm.
No. Celeste. O.K. Umm. "C""E""M," )'C " "E " "N,"

"C""E""P"? (n""E""R,""CERT." Umm. Therels,also Cary,
"C""A""R""Y," but I didn't know any girls named Cary.
Umm. "C""E""S," "C""E""T," "C""E""V," No. O.K. Umm.
"C." "C""I"? "C""I"? Cinnamon? Warn. Silver? No
that's "S." It'd be a last name. Umm. Cid? . . . .

5. This is also a good example of an overshoot and the value of a
verification process to eliminate incorrect recal114

.
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4 It is interesting to note' that this strategy which is
employed comparatively late in the retrieval process is distinct .

from all the other-strategies mentiOned._ The other 'strategies
appear to have the goal of first identifying an.l.pdividual and
"seeking thit person's name. This strategy, on the other hand,-

' producels a name and then tries to find a.pereOn who has the name.
It is aaJthough the Other strategies apply, Likely constraints .to 1-:,.,

improve 'the chance that any name recovered will be a,tirget,name .
(sm., activity to group to individual to name) while this stra-
tegy looks for cohatraints after the recovery of a _tarot name'
(nade to individual to group, i:e:t, "in my `high' school?"),.

,

(_

'..
.

. .

Pictures. Another common strategy used by subject's was what
I ,call the pictures strategy. Subjects Would scan some internal
"image"'of'a picture or set of pictures ,to -irate individuals
whom they would then attempt to name. Fregu ntly the pictures
were out of the subject's yearbook Or from a collection which the
subject had strong a priori Oeason to believe would have class-
mates piCtured (e.g. a summer camp picnic). The following is a
sample of this type of search:.

Si: O.K. who else? 9 Umm, Ronnie Walker, she was also
the last letter. It. ImuiiismilLatmizal:=7- Ulm
lint* was A Ilast-jut saL Aida .who. were 12a =a lardrAmunal.
volleyball tem. Brenda was one. There were-some
younger people too. And Ronnie Walker was one...
and... I already named-Bret.Hastings... Umm. There
was another girl that was real good friends with Ronnie
Walkers. And she had long blond hair, and she was sort
of tom yish,... I can't think of her name. 'Hmm, let
me Se, /IC I& AMU ALUS201 =al ..1,11

that

miatita...that 1, mouraitza. Thera man Alaa Ihe.
jcvmnastic . But moat of those people were
either younger or older. There weren't too many people
my age level that was in that. Umm, Ipamed Peterlel-
koe, but I'm not sure if the other day, if had--that
was like a if he had Walkoe then Walker came to me.
Let me see. Umm, ja _the picture. Hmm...Jeff Peterson,
I think I named him yesterday though.

The protocol sounds as if the subjects view veridical
images. However, there is some evidence to suggest that these
images can have interesting flaws in them. For example the fol-
lOwing protocol is a sample of picture searching by S3:

'I'm going through the yearbook again. I'm trying to
look over the faces and maybe even try to visualize the
names next to themnext to the pictures. Maybe that
will help). I don't'think it will. Sharon Farley. She
was pictured next to Mark Farley and I remember her.

)25
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_ Shar'on Farley.'
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It all sounds veryplaUtible.. And-indeed, 4fth Sharbn Far-
Xey and Mark Farley are-112°53's class. Hoirevelo, Mark Farley's
,picture is not in the yearbook) He is listed among the members
of 33'5 'Is:lea's who did not have their pictures taken. The image
from which 33 is abstracting her search infoOkWon is wrong;. it
ever existed in the real world.

' - I ,

Ignifiguital. Observationa

is addition to the recurrent phenomena and search strategiap
. jisted atiOVe, thifour subjects showed a number of charactecp-

tics. which are better attributed to'each of the subjects indivi-
dually.

, r

115gaft observations There are a number of aspects of
S3's data which differ from the other three subjects. One is
that S3 spent a larger portion of her time in a variety of verif-
ication processes such as overshoots and self corrections. Fre-
quently candidate names had to be thought about for several
minutes to insure that the named belonged to classmates in the
correct high school. For example:

There was a girl named Bartholomew, but was she in
Chula Vista or was she in Clairmont? Brenda Bartho-
lomew, ,that was her name. There was .this, girl' named
Brefida lirthomew and I'm trying'to find out if she was
in Chula Vista or whether she tas in Clairmont, and I

nk she was. Was she in . . was she in . McBrows
lass. God, I can't remember. She had ve1 delicate
features. Had very fine features on her-face, small,
she wasSort of, not fat, but heavily built, and
shorter than), I was. Well, where was she. I can't
remember whether she was in Chula Vista or Clairemont.
I think in English class. I'm trying to place her in a
seating arrangement in the classroom, and who was sit-
ting around her.

From figure 3 we might note o additional things which dis-
tinguish S3's, data from that f the other subjectsOne, S3
recalled a such smaller percentag .of the correct names Possible.
She recalled 93 out of 750 poisible, for apercentage of 12.4,
while S1, Sand S4 recalled 35.1%, 29.6%, and 28.3% respeo-:
tively. Two, there are a couple or dr;amatic jumps in the rate of
names correctly recalled in S3's 4th and 11th sessions.

The difference in style may have been due to the fact that
$3 went to more than one high school, and had lived in a number
of locations within San4nego and other regions.' S3 herself
suggested at several points that it was difficult,to distinguish
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:the potpie of one highachool from those.Of-the:9ther:'

S3: -."BP!s... Biutell., I already mentioned her'..4 Who was
around? I keep getting glimpses of Chula Vista not!,-
U. Every time I think of "Bik I 'think. of Bolger,
Brian Bolger, but that was Chula. Vista. What else?.
Svery time I think of theid.etter"B,"---1Aaink or ..Chula
Vista. I think a. lot:of,,people whoselasttames-began
with:."B" weri7in Chula Vista, 1 can'get the Clairmont-
people-straight._ [several.minutee later] Who'elae with
the last name "S"?, .05",,A!? Sanford? That 'was. Chula
Vista, no,-no. Let's get back to -the "Soa

23!

In other words,,S3 may have been overwhelmed by disiraq-
./
tions. \ ...

'.., .

. A sec cior whidh-marhave contributed-to 6*. need l
eXtensive ification was that many of the actilitiea choosen by
,33 as search contexts were situations 'where 'itudents from a
variety of grade 1 velamigatbe expected. .To exampler43-Ti43-'
quehtly:used the a ol.ban language classes; 'tee 'Interna,...'

tional.,n1ub'asae oh bats. '. .:
i'

.

Thetwomajor cases of diacOntinuitr-,on. the recall of- ..-/
correct.- "names in 33's dita have some interesting oharacteris
-tics.. Both oases were JANaceded.-.:by a 'aignifidannumber of
.correct names recalled between sessions. At the-start of the 4th
iession,Z3.reported-thaOn\thaintbrital between _sessions she
had accidentally met ii-Oirson-from hei. high school graduating
class whom she had not'mamed. Meeting that .person immediately
reminded herof a 'Igroup'of people'she hacihot asset.

4th session S3 used the names recovered to sug-
gest produce information which

ughout

gest new contexts and ded othergUT2P°
the rest or, the.

searches. The 11th session had much of the same character. The
_subject mentioned' recalling a nets= name which biught to mind a .

. These:diacontinuities:

whole new set of people. The new n:
esa

to spark a
rejuVenation of the retrieval p
suggest anew line of experimentation. What. _happens .iaen the
experimenter $ntrOdUces some new information to the subjects.
after the recall task has beers running for'Some period of time?

. For. example, what if thcsubjects were taken batik physically to
the high ad ols from which they gradue4,ed? Or what if .subjects.
from the '38M high school. were allowed to exchange information

'for- some brief ? 74,
.

-I-- Discussion

I'interpret remembering as a nroblga solvitna nrocess. To
establish this point of view and to provide a theoretical frame -
work for the interpretation of the Memory search phenomena
observed-above it is necessary to'analyze the task of retrieval.
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I begillith what I believe are three primary constraints on
the retrie prckimal .. Partial, Information, Ditarziallana, and
ligraft.klemorv_Canacitir,. 6 partiai:Informationt I believe that a
'person ot6;lincode-onlY a limited amount'. of the possibly informa-

-7/7 -_tion present in the environment. One can think of this limited
.amount of informatiOn as a list of features . Properties,-ar-

1
-p

.rtal images, oriwhatever.. The important' point As that not every-.
thing that Is present gets represented in cry.. The.partial
i!tormation is a description of the actual event. Deecrintiona:
A description is .a.theoretical retrieval term. To encode_or
retrieve any pOoket'of information from memory a partial descrip-
tion is formed that provides an initial entry point into the
memory. See the'discuiiion of descriptions in '-memory retrieval
.by Norman.and Bobrow (Note 3).

--0

liergeffiemory Canacity: I assume that human memory can be.
treated as if it were indefinity large, so-large that there is
always room for more infotmation. In some sense, this is an
antir.assumption. I wish to avoid any inclination toward thinking
in terms of "economy of storage" or otper similar notions.

.
, \'

From these notions, I can characterize a "kernel" retrieval
progess which uses some limited amount of information to form e
description'to access some information from memory. 7 From the
location indicated, a record of information aboutthe target item
.is retrieved. This record contains some limited) mount of new
information.

I*

The "global" act ofaretrieval (i.e. what we observe in human
behavior) can be characterized as a reconstructiveprocess. The
initialinforktion is uSed,to form a description of some aipect
of the target item used in the kerne?. process. The infOrmation
recovered inethe kernel procees is uslet in conjunction with what
is already known to for*adescriptioh, whioh, is'used to recover
stilt more information. A succession of kernel retrievals are
used to reconstruct the target-item. Some of these ideaa are
well known. Norman (1968) discussed a number of retrievals prob-
lems 'including the problem ofverifying the collection orthe
information, and. the nature of the retrieval. Shiffrin (1970)
examined some of these ideas in detail, and his work has influ-
enced this characterization. Norman and Bobrow's (Note 3 ) char-
acterization was developed ', in part, from cdglideration of my
data on very long term retrieval.

.....
6. The notion of deabript&ona is taken from Bob'ow and Norman,

-1975, and Williams and Norman, (Note 2 ).

ThatsOme initial information or "retrieval specification" iS
necessary to initiate the retrieval process is clear if one at-
tehpts to imagine recalling.anything'without ,such a retrieval
specification;
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The kernel retrieval probess of such a System runs into:
three basic problems: Too Much information, too little informs-
tion, aid false recovery. 1. It there is more information ,at
the time of retrieval than was available at. the time of storage,
then the retrieVal specification may be over- specific, thus fail-
ing. Some mechanism must 'be found to redhce thse7inAmmuttion.
available to that which waaused at the time of encoding. This

thi problem of Isiamunkinformation. 2. If there is less
oriation at the time of retrieval than was used at the time of

storage, then the missing infOrmation must eitherrberetrieved in
some new retrieval cycle or it. must be inferred: This is the
problem of Idaajmutal information. 3. Because partial'descrip
tiOns are used to guide_retrievals, a record aimilar to 'the one
being sought may be recovered. I. call this a false, recovery.

letrieval raga

-The r oval cycle seems to :.be characteqized by three
phases ('.F e 5), each intended to confront ohe of the basic
problems above. First, there le the establishment of a retrieval
context. This. is designed to foc,hval: relevant subset of.the
initial information provided (thus, confronting the problem of
too much infprmation). There is .a search through the memory
space defined by the context and the available information (this
is in attempt to combat the problem:of. too little,information).
Third, there is a verification of the infOrmatioir:_ retrieved to
minimize,; the %hances of tales, recovery. If the information
retrieved satisfies the original-queryAef memory, the retrieval
terminates at this point. Otherwise, the retrieved information
is used to reformulate the description that guides the retrieval,
AO a new cycle is initiated. This new cycle may-or may not
require the establishment of a new context.

One important .aspect Of the retrieval cycle is that it is
recursive. The establishment of .a context, for example, may
itself requ a.retrieval c$Ole, involving the finding of'a con-

)! text, the se oh, and the verifi ation. Once the context is
' established, th aetioch can begin, bt it too may- also require

e or more e rieval cycles, this time contained within the
rreetablished by the higher level establishment of a search

cont Finally, the verification phase . require its own
retrieval cycles, this time for the purpose :of certi ng the
accuracy, of the information provided. by the preceding search
phase. The interactive and.related nature of the retrieval cycle
was specified in detail'by Shiffrin, 1970, although my character-
ization differs from his.

1.uzz1e lialaglior

Imagine l he problem of retrieval as being analogous to the
reconstruction of a jigsaw puzZle when presented with the pieces
from several similar puzzles mixed together. The information
provided in the basic query specifies a number of starter pieces.

25
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Figure 5. Basic charactefization of the retrieval process.
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We must usethis information to find each-new piece of the puz-
zle. We begin-by restricttng our view to some: likely section of
the puzzle, poseibly where we have'severakpieces (locating ,this
region eight be thought of as analogous to finding a context).
Next, we search for a likely piece by-looking for something that
will match a side with a piece in the\,"context." We rummage about
in the-search domain and pick out a.pisce that fits the descrip
Lion we have constructed (i.e., has a\side=which will complement
a aide ot a piece from the context). Ik it' were the case that
:t000. many pieces match the description, wermigilt want to look for
a boardering piece to get some more constraints on the piece we
are seeking, or we might want to try sk-set of possible pieces
(these actions might be thought of as onducting a search).

'Finally, we try to fit the piece wswhave looted to ensure that
it also fits neighboring pieces, W. we tot use, the newly
recovered piece to locate' new pieces (thi islanalogous to con-
ducting a verification).

I
0 Y

Contexts

The extensive .11301 of search contexts by subjects bears
directly upon-the retrieval problem. Atthe time of encoding how
does one choose'a set of properties to". use as a description?
There are two competing factory The properties should produce a
description of a 'unique record. Otherwise, with. *a 'limited
descriptiOC, we might expect .,t6 have:to search througha" set of
recoraito find the correct one. .Secondly, the properties -must
be such that it is possible'to generate the properties at the
time.of retrieval. tie- first factor suggests that we use as-many
and *as diVerse a set. of'properties as'Odesible. The second fact-
tor suggests diet we .use some limited and stereotyped set of pro-_
pertiea for encoding. The rnotion 'of context is a compromise
between the two extremes.

A context is some proCidure for selecting. a specific .subs
of the propertieS which can be,abstracted framany.stiMulue it
The properties should be "riqh" enough that:one can use a -di

tiptive set for many different objects,. yet they can be read
.gerterated to acilitate'the recovery of information stored us
them as an index. Thus the context "my 10th grade art class"
provides a specific set of character stios which can be used to
build descriptions to retrieveev ts which in ,turn lead to parr
ticular individuals.

jitrieval context. The context simplifies the pr em.
.of forming a description. However, the recovery of the appropri-
'ate context is itself a retrieval problem. Therefore the first
subprocess of the retrieval cycle'is the "retrieval of a con=s
text."

There are se ral ways one can imagine the retrieval of a
context being accomplished. The most straight forward' is to ima-
gine.that a unique supra- context exists for the single purpose of

y
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finding good search contexts. This shpra-context specifies what
Aberacteristios 'should be Abstracted from the initial question.
These-characteristics are then used to build a description of the
appropriate search context. Perhaps ,a more general way to
retrieve a search context.' is with .a recursive call, to. the
ret::71..process: In ameh4 case a succession of contexts might
be to find the appropriate context to Pass along to the
.Mberch pr000te. Thus, a subject might search the general context
of high schools to rOrieve a context of the football team which
can then be searched for likely target items._

The importance of contexts, with rtrd to the retrieval
process,' is that there are far fewer co -exts than items. Thus
the retrievaL of a context is easier than the retrieval of an
item, and once an appropriate context is retrieved, it is easier
to retrieve an item than it was before.

lmolidthinismmadga. Given a context within which to
'Kirk, the retrieval process will frequently be confronted with
the problem of too little information. That is, the retrieval
cues provided in a question-may be insufficient (in and of them-
selves) to uniquely specify the record being sought. In such a
case, a description based system has two alternatives. The first
alternative is to recover records abott the item (from some other
context) for which a sufficient set of retrieval ches does exist.

:In this manner more information about the item is retrieved from
which still more information can be gathered until enough
retrieval cues are recovered to'generate a good retrieval specif-
ication. The second alternative is to check out all of the
records which can be retrieved with the limited set of cues
available by hypothesizing about the missing cues. For.examPle,
recalling all but the last digit of a phone number, one could
generate each of 'the 10 possibilities to see if one might be
recognized: Note that as one generates each possibility one
still has to check it out. That is, one has to attempt to verify
the accuracy of the recovery in some manner.

112t Beeurrent Phenomena

The. phenomena of extended retrieval, systematic hypothesiz-
ing, and inferential -recall all' are natural, consequences of the
problem of too little information. If less information Is avail-
able at the time of retrieval than was used during storage, then
additional- information must be //retrieved. The recurrent
phenomenon I have called extended retrieval is explicitly the
attempt' to gather incidental information in order to 'enhance the
description of the item sought. Two other recurrent phenomena,
syatJhatic.hypothesizing and inferential recall are both examples
Of .tie enormous amount of work a subject Will go to in order to
recover a neceisary.fragment of information. In beth cases the
'subject is ,taking a chance of making what is essentially an

4
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intentional false recovery 8 in-order to-continue a search that
is working with too little inforpation, in the hope that new
Information kill be recovered and can be verified:

The phenomena of overshoot, fabrications, and self {sorra° -

tIon. are evidence of various levels of:the,problem of fa/se
recoveries. Overshoot and self porrection can be interpreted, as
-direct evidence of verification processes which are necessitated

n.
by. false recoveries. .(The problem of and its impli-
cations are discussed. in greater detail.in th ext section.)

1111:11112=atati2A at Zs= ilowrx Phenomena

. The-notions partial information and descriptions provides
a fralagwork.in ch a number of traditional memory phenomena as
well as.those erved in the protocols abolie can be interpreted.

. Forgetting. One o the most salient phenodina of human
memory is. forgetting. Frequently memory model, account for this
phenomenon-by introducing notions of decay or unlearning. The
characterization of memory I have introduced hart no provisions
for the.decay of deletion of information once it has been stored.
Wiwi then is it possible for this characterization to account for
forgetting? I believe-that.forgettilig is caused by four problems
which' confront the retrieval process. Those problems are: false
recovery, re- encoding, tool little information, "and- too much
information. As a result_of these problemi a variety of condi-
tions can make a specific piece of information more difficult to
recover. If the difficilty "becomes too great, the searcn is
abandoned and the informatfon is reported to be Iforgotten."8

1. palm, recovery. Any time an event is being reconstructed
(i.e. recalled), it is possible to recover a record about a simi-
lar event and incorporate it into the image of the event being
recalled.- When this "merging" of two events occurs .a new event
has been constructed. kfalse recovery which is accepted creates
a fabrication. .Because the retrieval process'is using informa-
tion about the event to find contexts, to search within contextej
and to verify the recoveries, the retrieval of new informatiah

8. I define a false recovery as the retrieval of information
about an item which was nnt explicitly encoded about that item.
Therefore a filse recovery could be the recall of a piece"of in-
formation about some similar items or it could-be the recovery of
a piece of information aboUt some more genei4c item or mental
event.

9. Notions similar to this have been proposed before in the
'literature. Tulving and Pearlstone, 1966; with their distinction
between availability and accessibility, are an example of such an
idea. One important difference is that what I am proposing is a
neghenian for such retrieval failures.

33
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can became blocked. The fabricated event. never actually
occurred., therefore. no information about it exists.

Among'other'thingS, the problem of false recovery suggests
that the more eventsof a similar nature that have been encoded
inimmoey,-:the sore difficult the task of retrieval becomee. 19

Ag-AGSWIME. Bacbtime we'recall the information we have
etored, but an object or event we recall leas than-was-initially
encoded. This happens for several reasons. For one, generally"
we need only some limited'amount of information about, the item to
perform the task at hand. Therefore we can quit recovering
information once ye have enough. For two,-frequently some-of the
information is forgotten for reasons discussed in the4other pare-
granha of this section.

Any time we recall information about an event we have an
opportunity to re-encode it. Accordingly, when we attempt to
recover information about the event the next trine,' we might
recall tke original event or the re=encoding. The iteration of
this iiroceas results in an object or event being re-encoded with
less and lesa information. 11

The problem of false recovery auggeata that in addition to
being leas complete, re-encodings may be fablqications. This
would accelerate and compound the forgetting dde to re-encoding.

When recalling an event we may fill in information which has
not been explicitly recovered (perhaps beoauae it was lever

' encoded, or perhapi because it has become too difficult to
retrieve), In addition to filling in bits and piecea of the
information about an event, we may also reprocess the information
we have recovered to discover new pings.

Additions to the re-encoding of an event may make adoesa to
the original encoding even, more difficult. The new piecei of
information and the new interpretations are not marked. If we
look for the original encoding using. this new information or in
contexts suggeated by these new interpretations, we must fail.
Re-encodings' may also improve the ability to r over the informa-
tion which was in the original encoding and no in the re-encoded
version of the event.

10% Thus, reaponae competiltion, retro/pro-active inhibition, and
other like phenomena are a consequence of this mechanism of re-
trieval failure.

11. Such a course of events might well lead to the distinction
between semantic, and episodic memory that Tulving (1972) has pro-
pounded. Bartlett's (1938) observation that repeated recalls
becoming successively more stereotyped also fits well with this
mechanism.
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It is intet(esting to note that mnemonists report that when
information is encoded using a mnemonic strategy, after the

: information has been recovered a number of times qsing the
Anemonia--sokemelrthat--the mnemonic seems to disapp% and all
that is lett is the information which was originilly encoded (see
Lorayne and LUcas, 1974).,

3. 22a little information. Too little information is 'the
case where less informs on is available at the time of retrieval
than was used during e. In this condition the retrieval
process' confronts three roblems. One, a false recovery is much
more likely. This is bee use little informationots available to
use in the verification process and because the number of possi-
ble events described by the information is large. Two, it
becomes more likely to recall a re-encoding 4 the event than the
original event. Thialoccurs because re-encodings are encoded
using fewer and perhaps more, typical properties. Three, it a
property which was used for indexing part of the 'knowledge about
an event is not accessible from the infOrmation presented in the
question, then the knowledge indexed under that property can only
be recovered by guessing. It a ftw such properties are not
available, the guessing combinationaltecome numerous.

A. 201 mucularormatioav Too much information is the condi-
tion where more information is available at the time of retrieval
than was present during storage. In this case the retrieval
problem is essentially one of trying to determine the.correct
context to use. If the ffilbject is misled into choosing the wrong
context, the retrieval task becomes impossible.

All of the retrieval problems talked about in thii 'section
interact with one another creating difficulties for the retrieval
process resulting in "forgetting." The problems of too little
information and too much information may occur on different
cycles of the same retrieval task. Subjects may begin. a task
with too much information f Once they find the correct context,
they may not have enough inborsation within that context. Too
little information is a problem, in part,/ because of the
increased probability of a false recpvery,'or of recalling a re-
encoding of the item sought.

jearch. The retrieval cycle is an iterative process..
Information is used to construct a description, which is used to
locate a record. .The information recovered is used in conjunc-
tion with what is already known to recover still more informa-
tion. As more and more information 'is recovered. the target is
narrowed down until a small set of fragments remain. These frag-
ments are reconstructed into an interlocking puzzle or image of
the item from which the target information is abstracted. The
phenomenon of search is the natural product of this'process.
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, On e human scale, search is a common enough phenomenon.
Any diff ultsretrieval task , almost by definition, results in a
search. is surprising, from the the point of view of my
charm tiOn of retrieval,. is the occasional * instantaneous"
recollection. Sometimes a recall appears to take no search at
all.

I suggest that even these rapid retrievals require some
search; every retrieval subject, to experimentation involves a
search. The difference lies in the length and the complexity of
the searchs. The -common phenomenon of search is the result of
`those retrievals which take long enough for the intermediate
-steps of the retrieval to be diatinguiabed. Even in the recalls
that appear to be instantaneous, inl'ormation beyond what)... is

sought frequently comes to,mind. Whether this other information
occurred befbre or after the retrieval of the target information
is uncertain. My view is that all recollection'can be placed
along a dimension of the amount of search. In lengthy searches
'the- search processes can be easily identified, while recollec-
tions'which appear to be instantaneous are simply brief searches.

4. There are a variety of phenom a which can be/interpreted as
evidence for this view Nutt e 4instantaneoulo-Or immediate
recalls are the product of redonstrU tive search processes. In
brief, they se are: 1. The contin y of recognition reaction
times. If I delay the recognition prone , time required to
recognize an item increases. Thus if I teat subjects immediately
after the presentation of a list, they will recognize items fas-
ter than if I test them after a delay (Woodworth, 1938, pg38)

) This increase in reaction times can span from immediate recogni-
tions with no apparent search to letgthy recalls in. which search
protocols can be obtained (Boeck, Note 4). There is no sharp
increase in reaction times which might suggest distinct
processes. 12 2. Intrusions. The errors which occur in inatanz-

taneous recalls have the same reconspructive character as those
errors obtained from lengthy searcheat A prime example would be

speech Ikrors. The---retrieval time per word is very brief.
Nonetheless, speech errors often 4ave.the character of being an
item which is similar to the targetoitem on any of a variety of
diiensions, or the improper reconstruction of the correct pieces.
`3. Retrospective reporting. Occasionally, subjects can report
on involved sequence of retrieval steps which lead to a recall

ch occurred in a brief instant. For example, the following is
a segment of S1's protocol during an extended period of a Loca-
tion search strategy:

1
4

t2..Though Waugh (1970) has demonstrated that if the delayinter-
val is brief enough to allow the presence of the item in primary,
as opposed to secondary, Amory that reaction times are subat
tially reduced.

%
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Si: Gk y, 14t I. see,, Does anybody arite)live back in

.,....._

there that I know now? Oh! Maxine Levin.' She didn't
live there, but/Pas Volpone now lives on Logue Portal _-
and Mike Stevenson, who in'Eleventh grade, used to live
in the house that.Pam Volpone and ber hisband bought,
And so from Pan Volpone I got Maxine Levin 'elms° I saw
het at the store the other day. and she wee talking
&Mut

she

This protocol suggests that the subject first recovered a
house in which a friend who was a year younger, Mike-Stevenson,
lived in; and, from tha recalled that a clasmaate,Pas Volpone
(gamed earlier], now iving in the house;" and from that recalled

. that the first classmate, Pau Volpone, had been the recent sub-
ject of _a discussionliet*een the subject and another olasepate,
Maxine Levin. If the.subject'a report is correct, then all of
the* recollections occurred within the reaction of a second
pa uie between sentences. 4. Tip of the tongue phenomenon. This
phenomenon occurs naturally in normal discourse, and can be
interpreted within our framework as a search failure resulting in
extended retrievals, ,partial recalls, eta:

1.1

ihWialljaajecoanitioa. In the characterization of memory
Presented in this paper, the common distinction between recall
and recognition fades into the dimension o; searciu In the alas- .,
sic recall paradigm the subject is given a minimum of cues from
which to begin"' retrieval, while in the recognition paradigm the
subject. is giVen an abundance of cuea.from which to initiate the

ir
-retrieval. The result in the first condition is a comparitively,.
difficult and lengthy a oh, while in the second condition the
search is generally easy d therefore brief. Mandler (gote 5)
points out the frailty of a sharp distinction between recall and
recognition, and the common confusion between the theoretical
motions, the experimental,paradigms, and the colloquial meanings
of the two terms.

It is my view that it is not useful to make a sharp distinc-
tion between recall and recognition._ Rather, one should think of
the two notions as two poles along a dimension of densityAuse-
ful retrieval information.. As the amount. of info tion
oreiented increases, remembering becomes more like recognition
and less likwecall- While "the problem in moat recall paradigms
is too little information (resulting in the search for more
information) , the problem in moat recognition paradigms is too
much information (resulting in the need to choose the appropriate
context).

Intrusions are errors in the recollection of an
item. rdquently the are considered to be any kind of erroneous
word recalled in a standard word learning experiment: Sometimes
the term can refer to the recollection of an event which is the
confounding of two or more separate events. IntruaionA have also

e



!Twin referred 'to as fairicationsieor simply errors.

The terization of the retrieval process which I have
devil° here bas.aa its logical 'consequences not only the aim-
ple t of intrusions but also many of their observable charac,

/sties.-

From the point of view of my characterization of memory
intrusions, cola both from false r nveries and from, inferential
recalls. only partial
specification of a record, th
the one originally encoded about

tion can be used in the
record which is recovered may be
he event being, sought, or in

may be a record about .a similar yet distinct event. This false
recovery may contain information whidh is not tr9e. with respect
to the event being sought. These falae recoveries have several
results:
4 1. The false recovery can be- incorporated ih the recon-

struction of the infOriation- being output. For example, "the
acoustic errors which were observed as fabrications.

2. The false recovery can misdirect the search for_:more
information. This misdirection can itself haveseveral results.

2a. The false recovery can cause the search to fail.
The information recovered may not lead to proper records, and the
false information may lead t4 faulty verification, tesulting" in

. Si

the rejection of .appropriate djefections for further
search The following protocol from Ss s an example of a search
being misdirected by a false recovery.

Nancy phiilipano, is that other Nancy. Z couldn't
think of her name, and it really bugged me! She was a
girl that was on ROTC. This is a different limy all
together. Uhhh... She was a girl that was on ROTC,
and she was sort of dingy, and she had, a sister that
was a year younger, but also graduated with our class,
and her name was. Because she would have been in my
senior class too. Last name was Phillipano... There was
Nancy.Phillipano and

lam with .an "1-*
Her sister was sort
it was long and

r sister, who was.... lbw: mat
or, UK= , .11111 haglataft.

pretty,.and she always wore it,
t of real real curly, and she'd

always wear it like with the top part pulled back into
a pony tail in the back ad would let the back hang
down. She wouil always wear a suede jacket. And what
was her name? Analsig. ,t j, Ism with jui M."
um., let me see... bat =la, nat. ughil, moms...
Phillipano, Nancy Phillipano. And what was her
sister's name? igallacinal, moms... lama, not
moms, let me amp. O.K. l'iltrvinz slink M"
mum, She had a sort of unusual, nal lowlmilo not
11salairia; zat. Bela, labia, labia Phillinano?
jobertail411121A0 No. Ummm... Let me see. Ummm,
let me see, ummm. Not Roily,. Ummm. camel ulna .2
jummace des. maybe (mumble) With IA "a." But
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she did graduate with'Our class. She graduated a year.

early. Her last name was Phillipano. Who did she hang
around with?" Ldt as see, of other people who are (mum-
ble). Diane Hart! That's a girl I couldn't think of
her' name. That's one girl's name. That's a new name./

In another session St recalls correctly - thit _Kandy
Phillipano's sister is named Luann. la long as S1 is looking for
'a hose ehich'begins with an "R," Luann cannot be recovered.

2b. The search may be directed to additional false

recoveries, °resulting in the fabrication of an event which never
actually occurred, or in the recovery of an item similar to the
target item. For example, the misassignment of names which were
observed as fabrications.'

Inferential/recalls could be pcnsidered intentional false
recoveries. Inferential recalls are recollections about item&
Ville' to the one sought about the general class of items of
which the target' item- is a member. Thus, in recalling that a
peraon's name is "German sounding," the subject goes on to recall
information about "German aounding names" to be used in guiding
the search. Each "Gm:pill:tiding name" that is recalled in this
filledohts,tebbeieallibtrusion.

Inferential recalls can have the same e
retrieval process is do !Wise recoveries. Thus, an
become a part (ora whole) of an output, and caz,,i

Misdireat the search. Rote thainferential r
hoheeserilyNmisdirect the search; their main
to provide intelligent guidance to

acts on the
ference can '

casionally
3 need not k

unction is

he search proless.

The verification proceas is a natural conse-
quence of tide problem of false recoveries and the necessity to-
coliirtainferential recalls. The verification process is meant
to 'identify false ricoveries and to reduce the possibility of
being airlift' by an infereAtial recall.

In the retrieval system I have described, there are several
ways information can be verified. One technique is coincident
recovery. Once a piece of information has been recovered it can
be considered as simply a posaibility until it has been confirmed

saliM .information. A second
rconfirmation. If a subject

recovered as part of a descrip-
ation, then the subject ould

judge the'information to be verified. Thia technique may be
aource of the overshoots obaeried. A third possible verification.
technique is consistency checking. If the informition recovered

fits with what is already known then a subjec-oOuld consider the
information likely to be correct. Thus if a subject recalls that
a particular person who is known to be on the football team is
big and heavy set, then this new information is consistent with
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-what'is already known about f teams La general.

Isolating verification t (MSS in this manner, it is pos-
aible to think of the verification process as a set of sub-
processes, each of which filters out some percentage of errors.

In practice it is probably the case that all of these tech-
agues (and others not considered) are used together in various
oambinspions during any speCific recall. Thus applying various
'filters' to reduce, but not eliminate, retrieval'errora.

Another way of thinking about the verifidation process is as
an integration of the application of the techniquIp mentioned;
Thus a subject might judge the "connectedness" or consistency of
a large array of fragments or information recovered about a par-

t'ticular person. Judgments of how tightly bound any. piece of4
information is to the whole (e.g.: Is it consistent with what is
known?; Can it be used-to recover other information which is
known?; Can it be recovered'in more than one way?) lay serve as
the basis for judgements of certainty. Though this second way of
conceiving of the verification process is more complicated, it is
the view I favor.

I pitoposse that the degree of certainty that subjects express
about the validity of their recollection is based upon the extent
of success they have had in verifying them. If the recollections
hangs- together well, if each piece of information recovered is
consistent with each bther piece, if additional information is
readily' accessed using the information which has already been.
recovered, if the information to boloutput can be recovered in
more than one way, then the. subject will express a great deal of
confidence in the accuracy of the output. If there are anomalies
in the recollection, if no additional informat on isior Table
using what has already been recovered as a tool f r aearc if
the inforkation that has been recalled can only e recov red in
one manner, thien the subject will express less c idenc in the
'clutPut.

CI
Distractions; information haat

subjects recover which- they know to be false recoveri
which, ,nevertheless, recur and interfere with correct r
°An example of a distraction and `more detailed explication 6r 4,
the- phenomenon is presented in the section on recnir
Phenomena. Briefly, the three essential charadteristics.of.dis-
trantions are: one, they interfere with the retrieval process,
two, subjects like to pinpoint the source of>distractions (som'
Claiming this aides in reducing the distractions interference),
three, clastractions match the target item only on a limited
domain.'

NMINitabOIDOINNI.M11.11.0410.110.1.s..

13. Theeflfilters also might eliminate good information along
with he bad.

40. .
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Distractions nen be interpreted as the consequence 'of my
characterization of the retrieval system. Theretrieval of a
distraction is the same as any fahricAtion except that the sub-,

,jeot realizes that' the recovery is.an error. Identifying the
sourceof the distraction permit's the creation of a,set of cri-
teria fore discriminating ( °during the verification process) the
'records recovered about the-target item frbm those of the dis-
traction. Suppose .I know two Larrya, %amyl and Larry2, withithe
'desired target being Larry1. If I recover the characteriiitics of
Larry2 (Distraction), (e.g. UCSD professor, last name Shepard,
etc.), then I have a means of discrimating records abOut Larry1
from Larry2.

The fact that distractions which match the target item on
only a limited set of Characteristics still intrude is indicative
of the use of search contexts. 'That Larryl and Larry2 differ on
the characteristic of where the subject knew them has no,impact
on eliminating the distraction' from initial recovery. 14 That is
because location is not a part of the NAME context,Nhile "Larry"
is. 15.

.

Conclusion
"

\I? I have attempted to do two things: one, present a collection
of my observations from verbal protocols producedby subjects
thinking out loud while recalling the names of their classmates
in high school, and two, idtroduce the framework from which to

vr build a theory of retrieval from long term memory which provides
an integrated explanation of what I have obsenyed as well as an
array ofttraditional memory phenomena. ,-)

MY observations were taken from four subjects who were,
thinking out ,loud while attempting to recall the.namea of their
high school claastRates.- The subjects, who were from 4. to 19

years out of high'bchool, engaged in this task for brief, approx-
imately one hour, sessions for, recall times of from 4 to 10
hours. Observations included a variety of recurrent phenomena
exhibited by everysubject, goset of common search Strategies,
and a collection of incidental phenomena which appeared to me to
be interesting though difficult to classify.

The recurrent phenomena observed included: Partial recalls,
incidental recalls, Search COntexts,1 Extended Retrievals,
Inferential Recalls, Overihoots, Fabrications or intrusions, Self
Corrections, and Distracilons.... ........
:14. Though it does have an impact on eliminating records during
the verification stage

15. thislpservation,--ii correct, paints out some of the limita-
tions of 4 Simple Set theoretic search models which do not employ
contexts, or,some other mechanisms, tojocus the search effOrt.

/
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I also observed the enormous amount Of ation that sub-'
joots, can recall if they are pressed.. Though the aubjecta fre
quently commented during the initial sessions of the4ptask that
they didn'to think they would be able to recall any additional
names, they ware able to go on recalling names virtually. indefin-
itely. A

The common search strategies that subjects, used i cludedvi
General Association, Activity, search, Location scannin, Name
Generatio14 and Image scanning.:

Though many of these strategies are probably peCuliar to the
se subjects, the fact of the clear

and the individual, differences in
application are characteristics

e represent \ d in any serious
eval. 16

specific taak given to t

,presence of. these strategi
the depth and d
of the search pr as which shout
'Tctirscri4t.44n,,of ong term memory ret

The theoretical interpretation
view that retrieval is largely a
the three basic.constrainte which
tion, descriptions,' and( 1
three 'stage characteriz
characterization was
variety'Of.classical
recurrent phenoMen

ntroeuCed is based on the ,

roblem eolving picocess:,From
have called partial informa-'

memory capacity I haVe suggest
ion of the retrieval process. Thii

used to prov ide. an interpretation of a
emory phenomena as well as many of the f

mentioned' in this paper.

,,The characterization of the search proceas is substantially
that of a reconstructive retrieval process. Information about
the target item is used to construct a description of some aspect
of the° item. The description used to recover a fragment of
information about the item which p.radded to what is known. From
this information a new description can be formed to retrieve
etiil more information, until Ufa. particular.piece of information,
sought can be recovered. The three stages are no ACONTEXT,'in
which a proper,environment for conducting a search is recovered,

and.,in hick, bits and. ieces of 2nformation appropriatet
the context are recovered unt 1 an'adequate description can be
formed within the-setrch cont t, and VERIFY, in which the record
recovered is checked to confirm that it is about the target item.
Each of the three stages has embedded within one or more recur-'
sive calls to the retrieval process. This characterization was
used to interpret the recurrent phenomena obeerved in subject
protoodis, an well as memory phenomena such as forgetting,
search, recall and recognition, and Antrusions.

.00,
14. Work taken in this direction which has recently come to my
attention is thatof,'Keniston and Flavin (note 1 ).
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